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By Alison Hawthorne Deming

Louisiana State University Press, United States, 1994. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 224 x 147
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Alison Hawthorne Deming
brings to her first collection of verse the kinds of scrupulous observation and clear-eyed analysis
that characterize scientific inquiry as well as a poet s eye for the telling moment. Science and Other
Poems establishes astonishing parallels between the mute, inexorable processes of the physical
universe and the dark mysteries of the human heart, parallels so clearly wrought and convincing
that we wonder why we had not recognized them before. Caffe Trieste lays bare the unexamined
terror and sorrow that underlie the proliferation of faux fifties kitsch, then strips the veil of specious
grace from the decade and reveals it as it was for those who lived it: . .bombs spread like bacteria on
culture plates, / when the cost of a family staying together might be Stelazine and / high-voltage
erasures. They re just American - / all shine and no pain. In the chilling Alliance, Ohio, a mother and
daughter suddenly find themselves stranded in a world of predators, a poisonous world charged
with sexual threat, where every smile, every...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is fantastic. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time. You may like the way the author compose this publication.
-- Mr. Wilber Thiel-- Mr. Wilber Thiel

Good eBook and beneficial one. It really is simplified but unexpected situations from the 50 percent from the ebook. You can expect to like the way the
blogger publish this ebook.
-- Bridie Stracke DDS-- Bridie Stracke DDS
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